TRIANGLE SHIRTWAIST FACTORY FIRE CENTENNIAL
1911 / 2011

- **A Somber Centennial for the Triangle Factory Fire**, by Jon Kalish (National Public Radio, April 12, 2011) – print, photographic, and audio presentations
- **Remembering the Triangle Factory Fire, 1911 – One Hundred Years Later – 2011** (Cornell University. School of Industrial Labor Relations
- "**Remembering Their Prayers,"** by Susan Harris, March 26-April 23, 2011 (FDNY. New York City Fire Museum) – exhibit
- **Remembering the Triangle Shirtwaist Fire, 100 Years Later**, by Caroline Cooper (WNYC News, March 21, 2011)
- **Triangle Factory Fire** (Google Images) – **warning**: some of this is not for the squeamish, which is a good part of the reason that it changed minds, public sympathies, and legislation, at the time
- **Triangle Shirtwaist Factory Fire** (Maryland State Archives. Teaching American History in Maryland. Documents for the Classroom) – lesson plan and links
- **The Triangle Shirtwaist Factory Fire and Its Legacy** (New York State Archives) – sections: Deadly Fire [includes floor plans of factory], Investigation, Impact, Additional Resources
- **The Triangle Shirtwaist Factory Fire, One Hundred Years Later** (The Exchange: The Business History Conference Weblog) – has some excellent links
- **The Triangle Shirtwaist Fire Trial, 1911** (University of Missouri, Kansas City. School of Law. Famous Trials)